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a b s t r a c t

Background: Limited data exist regarding seizure burden, electroencephalogram (EEG) background, and
associated outcomes in neonates with acute intracranial infections.
Methods: This secondary analysis was from a prospective, multicenter study of neonates enrolled in the
Neonatal Seizure Registry with seizures due to intracranial infection. Sites used continuous EEG moni-
toring per American Clinical Neurophysiology Society guidelines. High seizure burden was defined a
priori as seven or more EEG-confirmed seizures. EEG background was categorized using standardized
terminology. Primary outcome was neurodevelopment at 24-months corrected age using Warner Initial
Developmental Evaluation of Adaptive and Functional Skills (WIDEA-FS). Secondary outcomes were
postneonatal epilepsy and motor disability.
Results: Twenty-seven of 303 neonates (8.9%) had seizures due to intracranial infection, including 16
(59.3%) bacterial, 5 (18.5%) viral, and 6 (22.2%) unknown. Twenty-three neonates (85%) had at least one
subclinical seizure. Among 23 children with 24-month follow-up, the WIDEA-FS score was, on average,
23 points lower in children with high compared with low seizure burden (95% confidence interval,
[�48.4, 2.1]; P ¼ 0.07). After adjusting for gestational age, infection etiology, and presence of an
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additional potential acute seizure etiology, the effect size remained unchanged (b ¼ �23.8, P ¼ 0.09). EEG
background was not significantly associated with WIDEA-FS score. All children with postneonatal epi-
lepsy (n ¼ 4) and motor disability (n ¼ 5) had high seizure burden, although associations were not
significant.
Conclusion: High seizure burden may be associated with worse neurodevelopment in neonates with
intracranial infection and seizures. EEG monitoring can provide useful management and prognostic in-
formation in this population.

© 2022 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Acute intracranial infections are important causes of morbidity
and mortality in neonates. The incidence of neonatal meningitis is
estimated to be 0.39 per 1000 births,1 which is a higher incidence
than at any other time of life. Although the incidence of bacterial
meningitis has been declining in older age groups, it has remained
steady in neonates.2 Additionally, acute neonatal encephali-
tisdtypically secondary to viral infections acquired postnatallydis
uncommon, but often results in severe adverse neurological out-
comes.3-5 Seizures are a frequent manifestation of acute neonatal
meningitis and encephalitis,6 but little is known about the rela-
tionship between seizure burden, electroencephalogram (EEG)
background, and developmental outcome in neonates with sei-
zures due to intracranial infection.

Studies have reported that seizures are a potential risk factor for
adverse outcome in neonates with bacterial meningitis and viral
encephalitis,7,8 and that abnormal EEG background is associated
with poor prognosis following neonatal bacterial meningitis and
herpes simplex virus (HSV) encephalitis.9-14 Prior studies are
limited by single-center data, retrospective cohorts, lack of
continuous electroencephalography (cEEG) monitoring, and lack of
standardized measures and outcomes. In addition, most studies of
encephalitis include children over a broad age range that can make
it challenging to provide tailored counseling to families of new-
borns with seizures due to intracranial infection.

The objective of this study was to characterize seizures, EEG
background, and outcomes among neonates with seizures due to
acute intracranial infections enrolled in the Neonatal Seizure
Registry-II (NSR-II) cohort.15 We hypothesized that neonates with a
high burden of acute symptomatic seizures or worse EEG back-
ground features would be more likely to have unfavorable neuro-
developmental outcomes and a higher incidence of postneonatal
epilepsy compared with neonates with a low seizure burden or
normal EEG background features.
Methods

Study design

This was a secondary analysis from a prospective multicenter
cohort study (NCT02789176) of neonates with acute symptomatic
seizures born between July 2015 andMarch 2018 and treated at one
of the nine centers of the NSR-II.15 Each center has a level IV
neonatal intensive care unit, a level IV comprehensive pediatric
epilepsy program, and follows the American Clinical Neurophysi-
ology Society (ACNS) guidelines for cEEG monitoring.16 Manage-
ment of seizures and epilepsy occurred at the discretion of the
clinical teams at each institution; there was no study-specific
treatment pathway or protocol. The study was approved by the
local institutional review board at each site, and written informed
consent was obtained from parents of enrolled neonates.
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Inclusion criteria

Neonates �44 weeks postmenstrual age at the time of seizure
onset were enrolled into the NSR-II cohort if they either (1) had
seizures confirmed on EEG or (2) were treated with an antiseizure
medication (ASM) for a clinical event suspicious for seizure and had
an acute symptomatic etiology to explain the seizure (e.g., hypoxic-
ischemic encephalopathy [HIE], stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, or
infection).17 Neonates were not enrolled into the NSR-II cohort if
they had (1) events that were determined not to be seizures by
history, semiology, or EEG; (2) transient causes for seizures (such as
electrolyte disturbances) without brain injury; or (3) neonatal-
onset epilepsy.

Seizure etiologies were determined by the principal investigator
at each site. This secondary analysis included neonates if infection
was listed as an etiology of seizures, specifically neonates with
meningitis, encephalitis, or meningoencephalitis. Some neonates
had an additional potential acute seizure etiology listed (i.e., HIE,
ischemic stroke, or intracranial hemorrhage) along with infection.
Similar to previous studies, neonates were included in this study
even if an organism was not identified, as long as neuroimaging,
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) studies, and the clinical presentationwere
indicative of an acute intracranial infection.1,11,18 Neonates with
congenital infections such as syphilis or systemic infections
without intracranial involvement were excluded. Charts were
reaudited specifically for the present study by the local principal
investigator and research coordinators to confirm neonates in the
cohort met all the inclusion criteria.

Measurements

Study data were collected and managed using REDCap elec-
tronic data capture tools hosted at University of California, San
Francisco.19 Data collected included clinical characteristics and
details regarding the infection, EEG and seizure data, and outcome
data.

EEG and seizure data

EEG background during the first 24 hours of monitoring was
categorized as (1) normal, (2) mild-moderately abnormal (not
normal but not severe), (3) severely abnormal (flat trace, severe
discontinuity, or burst suppression), (4) electrographic status epi-
lepticus at the onset of recording (within the first hour), or (5)
cannot assess.16 A seizure was defined as an abnormal, sudden
event of at least 10 seconds with an amplitude �2 mV that
demonstrated a repetitive and evolving pattern on EEG.16 Seizure
burdenwas categorized as (1) none, (2) rare EEG seizures (less than
seven), (3) many isolated EEG seizures (greater than or equal to
seven), (4) frequent recurrent EEG seizures, (5) status epilepticus,
or (6) documentation inadequate to quantify.20 Status epilepticus
was defined as any electrographic recording with seizures lasting
>50% over at least one hour of recording. All ASMs administered
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during the duration of hospitalization were recorded. The initial
loading ASMwas defined as the first ASM administered as a loading
dose bolus. Children were considered to have an incomplete
response to the initial loading dose if they had one or more EEG-
proven seizures more than 30 minutes after a minimum initial
loading dose of phenobarbital (20 mg/kg), fosphenytoin/phenytoin
(15 mg/kg), or levetiracetam (40 mg/kg).
Outcomes

The primary outcome was functional development evaluated
using the Warner Initial Developmental Evaluation of Adaptive
and Functional Skills (WIDEA-FS) at 24 months corrected age. The
WIDEA-FS is a 50-item questionnaire administered via telephone
by a trained research team member who was unaware of the
patient's history. WIDEA-FS evaluates self-care, motor, commu-
nication, and social learning skills.21 The total score ranges from
50 to 200 points. WIDEA-FS has demonstrated concurrent validity
with the Bayley Infant and Toddler Scales of Development, Third
Edition (Bayley-III).22 A child was considered functionally
impaired if the total WIDEA-FS score was greater than 2 S.D.
below the mean for typically developing children. The average
WIDEA-FS score and S.D. in typically developing children is
172 [±10] points at 24 months.

Secondary outcomes were (1) a diagnosis of postneonatal epi-
lepsy, as defined by the International League Against Epilepsy
criteria,23 which was determined by telephone interviews con-
ducted at age 12, 18, and 24 months and corroborated by chart
review, and (2) motor disability, defined as modified Gross Motor
Function Classification System�II at 24 months corrected age.24 All
discrepancies were adjudicated by a study investigator.25 The
presence of infantile spasms, as well as intractable epilepsy, which
was defined as ongoing seizures despite administration of more
than two ASMs, was also noted.
Analysis

Stata (StataCorp LLC, College Station, TX, USA) version 17.0 was
used to perform all statistical analysis. Percentages, median, and
interquartile ranges were calculated for descriptive statistics. The
etiology of infection was dichotomized into bacterial or viral/un-
known, given most “unknown” intracranial infections are sus-
pected to be viral in nature.26 EEG background was dichotomized
into normal/mild-moderate abnormalities (including normal and
mild-moderately abnormal background) and severe abnormalities
(including severely abnormal background and electrographic status
epilepticus at the onset of recording) for outcome analysis.16

Seizure burden was dichotomized into low (including none and
rare seizures) and high (many isolated seizures, frequent recurrent
seizures, or status epilepticus) for outcome analysis, as we have
done in the past.20

Linear regression analysis (with robust standard errors to allow
for unequal variance) was used to determine whether seizure
burden and EEG background were each associated with WIDEA-FS
score. An adjusted model also included gestational age, etiology of
infection, and presence of an additional potential acute seizure
etiology as potential confounders. Bootstrap analysis with 10,000
repetitions was used to assess sensitivity to the non-normality of
the WIDEA-FS scores and gave virtually identical results.

The associations between the exposure variables and epilepsy
and motor disability were determined using Fisher exact test. P
values <0.05 were considered significant.
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Results

Of the 303 children in the NSR-II cohort, 27 neonates (8.9%) met
inclusion criteria for the current study. Sixteen neonates (16 of 27,
59.3%) had a bacterial intracranial infection, five neonates (five of
27, 18.5%) had a viral intracranial infection, and six (six of 27, 22.2%)
of the infections were categorized as unknown. Of the bacterial
infections, Group B Streptococcus (10 of 16, 62.5%) and Escherichia
coli (three of 16,18.8%) were themost common organisms, whereas
HSV was the most common virus (four of five, 80.0%) (Table 1).

Thirteen neonates (13 of 27, 48.1%) had an additional potential
acute seizure etiology listed along with infection, including HIE in
four neonates (four of 27, 14.8%), periventricular hemorrhagic
infarction in one neonate (one of 27, 3.7%), intraventricular hem-
orrhage in three neonates (three of 27, 11.1%), and ischemic stroke
in five neonates (five of 27, 18.5%).

EEG, seizure characteristics, and seizure treatment

All neonates had an abnormal EEG background. Twenty-three
(23 of 27, 85.2%) neonates had EEG-only seizures at some point
during the recording, including four children (four of 27, 14.8%)
with exclusively EEG-only seizures (Table 1). All but one neonate
(26 of 27, 96.3%) had seizures recorded on EEG. The neonate
without confirmed EEG seizures had clinical seizures that were
treated and resolved before EEG initiation. One neonate had sei-
zures captured on EEG only at the referring institution; therefore,
two neonates (two of 27, 7.4%) had no seizures captured on EEG at
the study institution.

All but one neonate (26 of 27, 96.3%) were treated with an initial
load of an intravenous ASM. Sixteen neonates (16 of 27, 59.3%) had
ongoing seizures after the initial medication load (see Table 2 for
details of ASM management).

Outcome

During the follow-up period, 18 neonates (18 of 27, 66.7%) were
discharged home, seven neonates (seven of 27, 25.9%) were trans-
ferred to another hospital for ongoing care, two neonates (two of
27, 7.4%) were discharged to a long-term care facility, and none
died.

WIDEA-FS score at 24months was available for 23 of 27 children
(85.2%) at a mean [S.D.] of 24.0 [± 0.7] months of age. The median
24-month totalWIDEA-FS scorewas 157 (interquartile range,138 to
176), which was 1.5 S.D. below the normal mean. Seven children
(seven of 23, 30.4%) had scores that were above the normal mean.

Unadjusted analysis

Compared with children with low seizure burden, children with
high seizure burden scored an average of 23 points lower on their
WIDEA-FS score (b ¼ �23.2, 95% confidence interval [�48.4, 2.1],
P ¼ 0.07) (Table 3). Figure graphically represents the distribution of
WIDEA-FS scores among neonates with low and high seizure
burden. EEG background was not significantly associated with
WIDEA-FS score.

Of the 24 children in the cohort for whom follow-up data were
available for secondary outcomes, four of 24 (16.7%) were diag-
nosed with postneonatal epilepsy by 24 months. Table 4 provides
the clinical characteristics of the children with epilepsy. Four chil-
dren with high seizure burden developed epilepsy (four of 19,
21.1%), whereas none of the children with low seizure burden
developed epilepsy (zero of five, 0%), but this was not significantly
different (P ¼ 0.5). Four children with mild-moderately abnormal
EEG background developed epilepsy (four of 19, 21.1%), and no



TABLE 1
Clinical, EEG, and Seizure Characteristics of 27 Neonates With Acute Symptomatic
Seizures Secondary to Acute Intracranial Infection

Variable N ¼ 27

Clinical characteristics
Female sex 12 (44)
Age at admission, hours 215 [41, 356]
Gestational age, weeks 38.6 [34.1, 39.3]
Delivery mode
Vaginal 18 (66.7)
Caesarean section 8 (29.6)
Unknown 1 (3.7)

Therapeutic hypothermia 2 (7.4)
Organism
Bacteria 16 (59.3)
Group B Streptococcus 10 (37)
Escherichia coli 3 (11.1)
Haemophilus influenzae 1 (3.7)
Citrobacter koseri 1 (3.7)
Staphylococcus 1 (3.7)

Viral 5 (18.5)
HSV 1 and 2 4 (14.8)
Parechovirus 1 (3.7)

Unknown 6 (22.2)
Additional potential seizure etiologies
HIE 4 (14.8)
Intracranial hemorrhage 4 (14.8)
Ischemic stroke 5 (18.5)

EEG characteristics
Worst EEG background in the first 24 hours
Normal 0 (0)
Mild/moderately abnormal 21 (77.8)
Severely abnormal 2 (7.4)
Electrographic status epilepticus at the onset of recording 3 (11.1)
Cannot assess 1 (3.7)

Seizure characteristics
Age at first clinical seizure, hours 254 [52, 382]
Neonates with seizures captured on EEG 26 (96.3)
Neonates with subclinical seizures 23 (85.2)
Seizure burden
None 2 (7.4)
Rare EEG seizures 5 (18.5)
Many isolated EEG seizures 9 (33.3)
Frequent recurrent EEG seizures 6 (22.2)
Status epilepticus 5 (18.5)

Number of days of seizures on EEG 2 [1, 3]

Abbreviations:
EEG ¼ Electroencephalogram
HIE ¼ Hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy
HSV ¼ Herpes simplex virus
IQR ¼ Interquartile range
Data are presented as N (%), median [IQR].
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children with severely abnormal background developed epilepsy
(zero of four, 0%) (P > 0.99). None of the children for whom follow-
up datawere available developed infantile spasms or drug-resistant
epilepsy.

Motor disability occurred in five children, and only in thosewith
high seizure burden (five of 19, 26.3%) and in those with mild-
moderately abnormal EEG background (five of 19, 26.3%), but the
difference was not significant in either group (P ¼ 0.5).

Adjusted analysis

After adjusting for gestational age, etiology of infection, and
presence of an additional potential acute seizure etiology, children
with high seizure burden had, on average, a WIDEA-FS score that
was 23 points lower than that of children with low seizure burden
(b ¼ �23.8, 95% confidence interval [ �51.7, 4.1], P ¼ 0.09, Table 3).
Gestational age, etiology of infection, and presence of an additional
potential acute seizure etiology were not associated with WIDEA-
FS in the adjusted model.
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Discussion

In this multicenter, prospective cohort study, acute intracranial
infectionwas the cause of seizures in 9% of neonates. More than half
the neonates with intracranial infection had a bacterial infection,
and a minority of neonates had a viral infection or no definite
pathogen identified. High seizure burden trended toward an asso-
ciation with worse neurodevelopmental outcome, whereas EEG
background did not. These data demonstrate the importance of
cEEG monitoring in neonates with intracranial infections given the
high rate of subclinical seizures, which would not have been
detected without EEG. This finding is consistent with that of pre-
vious reports of neonates with acute symptomatic seizures of
various different etiologies20,27 and is supportive of guidelines from
the ACNS28 and the International League Against Epilepsy,29 which
recommend cEEG in all neonates at risk for seizures, including
those with intracranial infections. Larger studies are necessary to
confirm these preliminary findings and fully understand prognostic
utility of cEEG monitoring in neonates with intracranial infection.

Previous studies report a high incidence of acute symptomatic
seizures in neonates with acute intracranial infections. Up to 60% of
children with acute bacterial meningitis8,18,30,31 or HSV encephali-
tis32-34 have seizures. Although acute symptomatic seizures asso-
ciated with intracranial infections are generally thought to be
difficult to manage,6 limited data are available regarding seizure
treatment in this population.35 We report that approximately 60%
of neonates had an incomplete response to the initial loading dose
of ASM (most commonly phenobarbital), which is similar to pre-
viously reported response to treatment of neonates with acute
symptomatic seizures of all causes.36 In addition, most in this
cohort of neonates with acute intracranial infections also required
more than one ASM for seizure control. These data do not suggest
that seizures secondary to neonatal intracranial infections are more
refractory than other causes of neonatal seizures, but rather un-
derscore the need for novel therapeutic approaches to treat
neonatal seizures resulting from all etiologies.36

Several studies have reported that the presence of acute
symptomatic seizures is a poor prognostic indicator in meningi-
tis8,37,38 and, to a lesser extent, in encephalitis.7 Prior studies are
limited by heterogeneous patient populations, inclusion of both
neonates and children, and “unfavorable outcomes” grouped to
include multiple outcomes such as death, deafness, blindness, focal
neurologic deficits, and cognitive dysfunction.8,37-39 Furthermore,
most previous studies reported only presence or absence of sei-
zures rather than seizure burden. One study determined seizure
duration greater than 12 hours was a predictor of adverse outcome
in neonatal bacterial meningitis, but seizure frequency or
concomitant EEG data were not reported.8 Our data build on pre-
vious studies and suggest an association between seizures and
worse developmental outcomes. Using prospectively collected data
and a validated neurodevelopmental measure, we found that
children who experienced a high seizure burden as neonates had
developmental test scores that were nearly 2.5 S.D. lower than
those of children who experienced a low seizure burden.

The underlying pathogenesis of seizures in children with
intracranial infection may depend on the timing. In the early phase
of the disease, seizures are thought to reflect autonomic dysfunc-
tion from hyperthermia, hypotension, hypoxia,40,41 or a response to
injury sustained by the cerebral cortex from the infection.18 Sei-
zures that occur more than a week into the infection are likely the
result of complications such as hydrocephalus, subdural empyema,
or stroke.6,40 Investigators have speculated that the poorer prog-
nosis in neonates with acute intracranial infections who developed
seizures when compared with neonates who did not develop sei-
zures is due to a more severe clinical condition in the former.41 Our



TABLE 2
Antiseizure Medication Treatment Profile in Neonates With Acute Symptomatic Seizures Secondary to Acute Intracranial Infections

Variable ASM N ¼ 27

Initial loading ASM Phenobarbital 22 (81.5)
Levetiracetam 4 (14.8)
No load 1 (3.7)

Initial loading dose, mg/kg Phenobarbital 20 [19.9, 20.2]
Levetiracetam 25 [20, 35]

ASM administered Benzodiazepine* 6 (22.2)
Phenobarbital 24 (88.9)
Phenytoin/fosphenytoin 15 (55.6)
Levetiracetam 16 (59.2)
Topiramate 3 (11.1)
Oxcarbazepine 2 (7.4)
Othery 2 (7.4)

Total number of ASMs administered during hospitalization 1 ASM 8 (29.6)
2 ASMs 5 (18.5)
3 ASMs 10 (37)
4þ ASMs 4 (14.8)

Abbreviations:
ASM ¼ Antiseizure medication
Data are presented as N (%), median [IQR].

* Benzodiazepine category included both intermittent benzodiazepines such as lorazepam (18.5%) and diazepam (3.7%) and midazolam infusion (3.7%).
y Other medications used included pyridoxine (3.7%) and a study drug (3.7%).
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findings that a higher seizure burdenmay be associated with lower
performance on developmental assessment at 24 months may be
due to worse clinical severity in the neonates with higher seizure
burden or an independent effect of the seizures themselves leading
to additional brain injury, similar to what has been hypothesized
for HIE and stroke.42 Our data support a cumulative effect of sei-
zures on initial brain injury in neonates with acute intracranial
infections, given a trend of higher seizure burden with worse
neurodevelopmental outcome despite adjusting for variables that
are typically associatedwith adverse neurodevelopmental outcome
in this population. Ongoing studies in larger cohorts are warranted.

Epilepsy is a known consequence of intracranial infection;
however, few studies have prospectively studied the relationship to
better understand risk factors and natural history.43 The rate of
epilepsy following pediatric bacterial meningitis ranges from 4% to
7%.18,44 In our study, approximately 17% of children developed
postneonatal epilepsy by age two years. There are several reasons
that may explain the higher incidence of epilepsy in our cohort.
First, our study was restricted to the neonatal population with
seizures. Age may play a role in the risk of seizures due to the hy-
perexcitability of the immature brain in the setting of a develop-
mental mismatch of excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter
systems.45 This finding has been demonstrated in other mecha-
nisms of brain injury such as arterial ischemic stroke, where
younger age is associated with a higher rate of subsequent epi-
lepsy.46 The risk of developing epilepsy in our cohort of neonates
TABLE 3
Unadjusted and Adjusted Regression Analyses of the Relationship Between Seizure Burd
Potential Acute Seizure Etiology, and Neurodevelopmental Outcome (WIDEA-FS Score)

Variable Unadjusted

b Coefficient [95% CI

High seizure burden �23.2 [�48.4, 2.1]
Abnormal EEG background 5.4 [�12.6, 23.4]
Etiology of Infection �7.1 [�38.0, 23.7]
Gestational age 0.8 [�2.9, 4.5]
Presence of additional potential acute seizure etiology 9.8 [�20.0, 39.5]

Abbreviations:
CI ¼ Confidence interval
EEG ¼ Electroencephalogram
WIDEA-FS ¼ Warner Initial Developmental Evaluation of Adaptive and Functional Skills

* Adjusted model includes gestational age at birth, etiology of infection (bacterial vs v
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with intracranial infection was similar to the risk of developing
epilepsy in the cohort of neonates with acute symptomatic seizure
of all causes,47 which further suggests that age may play a domi-
nant role. Second, our cohort included both bacterial meningitis
and viral encephalitis. The reported rate of pediatric post-
encephalitic epilepsy is higher, ranging from 9% to 27%.7,13 How-
ever, these studies included autoimmune as well as infectious
encephalitides and longer follow-up. Therefore, they are difficult to
compare directly with our cohort. Third, all neonates in the current
cohort had acute symptomatic seizures during the acute intracra-
nial infection. Several studies of both viral and bacterial intracranial
infections have found that acute symptomatic seizures were
strongly associated with postinfectious epilepsy.7,13,18 Therefore,
our cohort consisted of neonates whowere likely at the highest risk
of developing epilepsy. Lastly, two of the four children who
developed epilepsy also had additional potential acute seizure
etiologies, namely, intraventricular hemorrhage and stroke. It is
possible that the additional brain injury contributed to the devel-
opment of epilepsy in these patients. Further data are needed to
examine the development of specific types of postneonatal epi-
lepsy following neonatal intracranial infection.

Unlike previous studies, we did not find an association between
EEG background and outcome. There are several possible reasons.
First, our sample size may have been too small to detect a signifi-
cant relationship between EEG background and outcome. Second,
EEG background classification differs between studies, with
en, EEG Background, Etiology of Infection, Gestational Age, Presence of Additional

Adjusted*

] P Value b Coefficient [95% CI] Adjusted P Value

0.07 �23.8 [�51.7, 4.1] 0.09
0.54 �4.5 [�39.7, 30.8] 0.79
0.64
0.66
0.50

iral/unknown), and presence of additional potential acute seizure etiology.



FIGURE. Distribution of Warner Initial Developmental Evaluation of Adaptive and Functional Skills (WIDEA-FS) scores among 23 children with low and high seizure burden.
WIDEA-FS score for typically developing population is 172 [10]. Dashed line represents WIDEA-FS score of functional impairment (2 S.D. below the mean). The color version of this
figure is available in the online edition.
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broader definitions of “severely abnormal” used in other studies
compared with this study.9,10 Third, EEGs in this cohort were per-
formed during the acute illness, whereas EEGs in other studies
were performed at variable or unknown times. Fourth, it is possible
that the acute seizures or other factors related to the underlying
infection and its treatment have a greater impact on neurological
outcome than severity of acute encephalopathy measured by EEG
background. Lastly, unlike other studies, our cohort was assembled
based on the diagnosis of acute symptomatic neonatal seizures
rather than the diagnosis of intracranial infection. Thus, we have
complete EEG data, whereas others did not. More standardization
and larger cohort studies are necessary to understand the
TABLE 4
Clinical Characteristics of Neonates With Acute Symptomatic Seizures Secondary to Acut

Patient Sex Gestational Age
(Weeks)

Etiology of Infection
(Organism)

Additional Potential Acute
Seizure Etiologies

EE

1 F 38.5 HSV N/A Mi
ab

2 M 31 Escherichia coli IVH Mi
ab

3 M 39 GBS N/A Mi
ab

4 F 40.3 GBS Ischemic stroke Mi
ab

Abbreviations:
EEG ¼ Electroencephalography
F ¼ Female
GBS ¼ Group B Streptococcus
GMFCS ¼ Gross Motor Function Classification System Score
HSV ¼ Herpes simplex virus
IVH ¼ Intraventricular hemorrhage
LEV ¼ Levetiracetam
M ¼ Male
OXC ¼ Oxcarbazepine
PHB ¼ Phenobarbital
WIDEA-FS ¼ Warner Initial Developmental Evaluation of Adaptive and Functional Skills

* Obtained at 24 months corrected age.
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relationship between EEG background abnormalities and prognosis
in neonates with acute intracranial infections.

Our work has several limitationsdmost notable is its small
sample size. With a cohort of 27 patients and four lost to follow-up,
we only detected a trend toward association between high seizure
burden and worse performance on a standardized neuro-
developmental assessment. We did not detect a significant asso-
ciation between EEG background and outcome or an association
between seizure burden or EEG background and our secondary
outcomes. Second, although we focused on neonates, our cohort
was heterogeneous as we included neonates of all gestational ages
and with all types of acute intracranial infections. We addressed
e Intracranial Infections Who Developed Postneonatal Epilepsy by 24 Months

G Background Seizure
Burden

Epilepsy
Diagnosis

Epilepsy
Management

WIDEA-FS
Score*

GMFCS
Score*

ld-moderate
normalities

High Focal
epilepsy

LEV, PHB 56 V

ld-moderate
normalities

High Unknown OXC 112 III

ld-moderate
normalities

High Focal
epilepsy

LEV, OXC 148 0

ld-moderate
normalities

High Focal
epilepsy

LEV 99 IV
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this heterogeneity by adjusting for gestational age and infection
type as possible confounders in our analysis. Third, we did not have
important clinical data such as temperature, blood pressure, CSF
profile, and white blood cell count, which have also been reported
as prognostic factors.8,37 In addition, we did not have information
about the initiation, type, or duration of antimicrobial therapies
that were used in this cohort, which could also have influenced
outcome. Finally, our cohort included some neonates with intra-
cranial infections that also had an additional potential etiology of
acute seizures, such as stroke, hemorrhage, or HIE. Although we
adjusted for the presence of an additional potential acute seizure
etiology, we are unable to definitively distinguish whether the
intracranial infection alone or additional potential seizure etiolo-
giesdwhich include complications of infectiondaffected outcome.
This is a general limitation to studying children with intracranial
infection and seizures. Nonetheless, strengths of this study include
prospective enrollment of patients, evaluation at centers that pro-
vide cEEG monitoring per ACNS guidelines,28 and follow-up using
standardized measures of neurodevelopment.
Conclusion

In this multicenter cohort of neonates with acute symptomatic
seizures due to intracranial infection, we show that EEG seizure
burdenda potentially modifiable risk factordmay provide impor-
tant prognostic information on neurodevelopmental outcome. Our
data demonstrate that cEEG monitoring is beneficial for neonates
with acute intracranial infection given high rates of subclinical
seizures and high overall seizure burden. Future studies should
determine whether timely antimicrobial treatment or use of
adjunctive therapies may also play a role in reducing seizure
burden and improving subsequent long-term outcomes. Under-
standing the optimal treatment approach for seizures as well as
additional prognostic factors using neuroimaging, EEG, and long-
term follow-up will allow us to provide evidence-based care and
novel interventions to this population.
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